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Introduction
Welcome to the North East Local Enterprise Partnership’s 
(LEP’s) brand guidelines.

These brand guidelines are designed to help  
North East LEP employees, partners and stakeholders  
understand key facts about the organisation, how  
we communicate and how the various elements of the 
brand work together. They are also designed to be used  
by external agencies and partners to ensure that the look 
and feel of the North East LEP brand remains consistent.

Any work produced and usage of the logo must be 
approved by the North East LEP communications manager. 
Please contact info@nelep.co.uk for further details, brand 
components and approval. 
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Who we are
The North East LEP works to make the North East a place 
where more businesses invest, grow and prosper, to 
deliver more and better jobs for everyone.

We have set a strategy for economic growth through the North East Strategic 
Economic Plan (SEP) and aim to win investment to support its delivery. Together 
with partners, we champion the North East nationally and globally, promoting 
its opportunities and capabilities to influence and shape the continued economic 
growth of the area.

The North East LEP area covers County Durham, Gateshead, Newcastle,  
North Tyneside, Northumberland, South Tyneside and Sunderland.
 
Our board, chaired by Andrew Hodgson, chief executive of SMD, brings together 
business leaders, education representatives, public sector representatives and 
economic experts.

Strategic Economic Plan
WE are responsible for driving the delivery of the Strategic 
Economic Plan (SEP).

The SEP is a comprehensive document detailing how our local economic ambition 
can, and will, grow in the coming years.

It is for the North East – its businesses and its people. It has been tailored in such 
a way as to encourage innovative involvement and local inclusion and draws upon 
support and guidance from partners and local businesses.

The SEP details how we will work together with partners, businesses and 
communities in an innovative, pro-active and cohesive way, to allow them to 
implement the plan’s ambitions.

It’s been created with the North East of England firmly in mind, meaning its 
recommendations are evidenced, grounded, measurable and achievable.
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Writing about the North East LEP
It is important to have a consistent approach when writing 
content for the North East LEP. The words we use, and the 
way we use them, reflect the organisation and articulate 
who we are, what we do and demonstrate what  
we are delivering in order to create more and better jobs.

The more consistently we express the North East LEP’s 
tone of voice in all copy, from websites to letters, printed 
material to emails, the more coherent our brand will be. 

4
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Brand language
When producing materials for the North East LEP, you should follow our 
communications principles to ensure that our language is:

•  Clear and focussed: Communications should demonstrate the role the  
North East LEP has in the area with clear examples of how we are delivering  
the Strategic Economic Plan

•  Straightforward: The language should avoid jargon, over use of acronyms, 
gimmicks and over complicated wording

•  Engage: Communications should engage with our various audiences and 
demonstrate what we are delivering to make the North East a place where  
more businesses invest, grow and prosper, to deliver more and better jobs  
for everyone 

•  Influence and champion: Communications should provide clarity on how  
the North East LEP, with partners, is shaping the continued economic growth  
of the area.

Brand character
Words that relate to the North East LEP brand:

• Investment
• Growth
• Innovation
• Support
• Success 
• Jobs
• Skills
• Finance
• Funding

Referring to the  
North East LEP
It is crucial that we ensure the North East LEP is always referred to in a consistent 
manner, particular by our delivery partners. Please ensure you take the following 
into account:

•  When referring to our brand – in the first instance spell out our name ‘North East 
Local Enterprise Partnership’ and then after that abbreviate it to ‘North East LEP’  

•  The North East LEP is a single organisation not a group, so therefore it should 
be referred to in the singular – e.g. The North East LEP has announced NOT The 
North East LEP have announced 

•  When referring to the North East LEP use ‘we’ – e.g. ‘We work to make the North 
East a place where more businesses invest, grow and prosper.’

•  Always write acronyms in full the first time they are mentioned, followed by the 
abbreviation in brackets. You can then use the abbreviation from then on knowing 
that your reader will understand the context 

•  When referring to our web address please do not use ‘www.’ at the start of the 
URL, i.e. northeastlep.co.uk

•  Please request the LEP’s style guide from info@nelep.co.uk  
for further information.
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Core visual identity elements

6
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Our logo
Our logo

Our logo has been designed specifically for us.  
The typography, colours and proportions have  
been carefully designed and under no circumstances 
should they be recreated.

When used alongside partner logos, the logo should 
share the same scale.

You should always use the high resolution logo 
supplied by the communications team. For more 
information contact info@nelep.co.uk

Full colour logo

The logo should be printed in a four colour process.
If the logo is required for use on the web/ digital 
purposes, the RGB version should be used. 

At smaller sizes

The logo can be scaled to a variety of sizes. 
However, at very small sizes, the readability can 
become compromised. 

To hold the integrity of the logo the minimum 
width should be 35mm.

35mm
Minimum Size
Shown here at its minimum size for print
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Logo exclusion zone
An exclusion zone has been established in order to protect our logo from being undermined by other elements and to allow it to stand-out.
A clear space should always be provided around the logo as shown here. The space is defined by the height of the North East LEP icon  
taken from the logo at usage size.  

xx

xx

xx
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Logo positioning and scale
Wherever possible the logo should be positioned consistently, please refer to the diagram below for guidance. The appearing size  
(measured by the width) of the logo for these common formats should be observed: A5 and DL = 35mm, A4 and 210x210mm = 50mm, A3 70mm

x

x

x

Top left  
positioning

Bottom left  
positioning

Top right  
positioning

Bottom right  
positioning

x x

x x

x
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Logo - don’ts

x

x x

x

Do not put the masterbrand logo in a box or any other shape.

Do not distort the logoDo not alter the relationship between the 
‘North East’ text and ‘Local Enterprise Partnership’.

Do not put the logo on a coloured background
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Colour palette
The colour palette is made up of two main colours and six accent colours. Pantone 228C should always be used as the primary colour for headers, 
Pantone Neutral Black C should be used for as the main colour for body text.

The six accent colours should be used to enhance the visual appeal of any design and should not be used to colour code in any way.

A minimum of three colours should be chosen for a project or piece of marketing materials, with one as a main colour and the other two as accent.

The colours can be used at 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% tint values.

Pantone:  228C
CMYK:  38 / 100 / 26 / 24
RGB:  141 / 14 / 87
HEX:  8d0e57

Pantone: Neutral Black C
CMYK:  0 / 0 / 0 / 100
RGB: 28 / 28 / 27
HEX: 1c1c1b

Pantone:  299C
CMYK:  85 / 21 / 10 / 0
RGB:  0 / 148 / 200
HEX:  0094c8

Pantone:  7408C
CMYK:  0 / 32 / 100 / 0
RGB:  250 / 182 / 0
HEX:  fab600

Pantone:  583C
CMYK:  35 / 0 / 100 / 20
RGB:  160 / 177 / 0
HEX:  a0b100

Pantone:  280C
CMYK:  100 / 89 / 5 / 25
RGB:  33 / 42 / 111
HEX:  212a6f

Pantone:  173C
CMYK:  0 / 80 / 100 / 12
RGB:  211 / 72 / 11
HEX:  d3480b

Pantone:  7465C
CMYK:  75 / 0 / 50 / 3
RGB:  23 / 172 / 148
HEX:  17ac94
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Typography
Logo typeface

The logo typeface is Exo.
 
This font has been chosen for its professional and 
contemporary look that conveys a technological/
futuristic feeling while keeping an elegant design. 

For use on the web, Titilllium has been chosen  
for its similarities to Exo and to provide a safe  
web-friendly option. 

The fonts can be used in different weights as  
shown opposite.

There is NO substitution for the logo typeface –  
if you are producing work for the North East LEP  
you will need to acquire this typeface.

Fonts for design print and 
examples of weight

Exo Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Exo Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Exo Demi Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Exo Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

For use on the web

Titilllium Reg
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Titilllium Semi Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Font for internal usage 

Arial
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Point size: 11 (for Word documents).
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Working with the identity
The North East LEP visual identity has been developed to 
allow specific visual elements to be used in creative ways. 
This allows for the development (where required) of a range 
of unique variations, for specific campaigns or programmes.

Using the visual identity elements correctly will ensure that, 
where a campaign or programme look and feel is required, it 
is unique, yet still recognisable as part of the North East LEP.

Careful consideration is needed when deciding what level of 
branding a new campaign or programme requires. It is also 
important that the application of the elements is appropriate 
to the message, audience and intended tone. Equally, the 
combination of elements must be considered and limited, to 
ensure professional look and feel is achieved.

The following pages contain the visual identity ‘building 
blocks’ that can be used in conjunction with the logo, colour 
palette and typography. 

All new materials will need to be approved by the 
communications manager - email info@nelep.co.uk

13
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Visual identity decision tree 
This diagram helps to ascertain whether a new programme requires its own logo, or whether it should use the North East LEP logo.  
Any decision should be approved by the communications manager prior to developing or commissioning collateral.

No

Branded programme 
visual identity

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Are there funds available?

Will the programme perform better  
with its own logo?

Is the collateral  
corporate communications?

Does the programme have the  
potential to detach from  

the North East LEP?

Corporate  
visual identity

Programme  
visual identity system
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Core graphic elements
It is important that we maintain a strong and consistent look and feel across North East LEP branded materials.  
As such, we have selected the triangle icon from the logo to be used as a graphic device in our marketing materials.

Designers can use the triangles in any appropriate construct, provided that it is a) approved by the   
communications manager before use and b) uses a minimum of three colours taken from the logo (see page 11). 

This offers flexibility in terms of design while working within the general parameters of logo usage and  
placement as set out in these guidelines. We would encourage designers to use clean layouts with a modern  
look and feel when working with the triangle shape.

x x

x

x = x = x
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Graphic constructions 
Using the core graphic elements, visuals can be constructed in a wide range of ways. Embellishments  
can be used sparingly to produce depth and visual impact. Please see the three examples below.

1.  Graphic construction using variety of triangle 
sizes, colour overlays and gradient feathers.

2.  3D shape using same sized triangles  
with colour tints of 100% and 75%.

3.  Background texture using variety of triangle 
sizes, with single colour gradient tone fills and a 
secondary colour feather gradient.

2

3

1
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Photography
North East LEP activities focus on helping the region to create ‘more 
and better jobs for everyone’. We would like to ensure this is reflected in 
all of our photography, and have commissioned a bank of photography 
to reflect this – please contact info@nelep.co.uk for more details. The 
following outline do’s and don’ts in terms of using photography in LEP 
materials:

Do:
•  Use people wherever possible

•   Show people in a natural, 
reportage way – genuinely doing 
something in their workplace 
or interacting with people. For 
straight portraits, the subject 
should look relaxed and at ease

•   Show both mixed-sex and same-
sex, as well as racially diverse, 
groups

•   Indoor shots should be light and 
airy. Rooms should avoid feeling 
stuffy, overly cluttered or too 
busy. They should always be 
occupied with people using or 
active in the facilities

•   People shots should always 
appear relaxed and natural. 
Where shots need to be staged, 
they shouldn’t be overly posed. A 
reportage, active style works best. 
People don’t always need to smile 
in pictures, but should appear 
focused or interested

•   Avoid traditional stereotypes – 
research doesn’t always need to 
be in a lab/labcoat, for example

•   If place imagery must be used 
in materials, ensure it covers a 
breadth of North East locations 
and workplaces, not only the 
iconic ones.

Don’t:
•   Don’t shoot people in an overly 

posed or forced manner. Also try 
to avoid staging false interactions 
as they can look unnatural and can 
also enforce negative stereotypes

•   Where possible, avoid students 
wearing overly branded or 
styled clothing as this can date 
photography

•   Focus on place – the North East is 
driven by its people and we need 
to reflect that in our marketing 
material.
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Graphic treatments
Graphic constructions and photography can be combined to create a variety of design styles that are impactful and distinct yet visually connected.  
Using the colour palette; transparency effects such as multiply, overlay, soft light and gradients can be used to add visual interest.

1.  Graphic construction using variety of triangle 
sizes, colour overlays and gradient feathers. 
Images added on top with multiply effect.

2.  3D shape using same sized triangles with colour 
tints of 100% and 75%. Images added on top 
with multiply effect.

3.  Background texture using variety of triangle 
sizes, with single colour gradient tone fills and a 
secondary colour feather gradient. Images added 
on top with multiply and gradient effects.

2

3

1
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Illustration
The illustration style has been developed to create a friendly and approachable tone that can be created easily by a design agency in-house.  
The illustrations should feature equilateral triangles in a variety of creative ways using the full colour palette. Any character styling should be  
similar to the examples below. The illustrations must be created using vector graphics in software such as Illustrator.

1.  Flat colour illustrations using a variety of colour 
tint values and use of triangles as repeat patterns 
or background elements

2.  Illustration using a variety of colour tint values,  
gradients and use of triangles as repeat patterns  
and background elements

1

1

1 2

1
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Icons & infographics
Icons, image-led and typography-led infographics can be used to illustrate key points, facts or figures. 

1.  Icons 2. Image-led infographics 3. Typography-led infographics

2 31

05

A total of 1,163 
electric vehicle 
charging points 
were installed in 
the North East.

10% of electric 
vehicles registered 
in the UK are on the 
North East’s roads.

NORTH EAST

 

million grams of

 

places saved 232

 

plugged in

  

charge point
transactions
were made

43,000

Life Science
contributes
£10.5bn
to the local 
economy

THE NORTH EAST 
PRODUCES 33%  
OF THE UK’S GDP IN 
PHARMACEUTICAL 
MANUFACTURING
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Visual identity examples
The following pages show best practice examples of different branding levels.

21
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Corporate visual identity
The corporate visual identity is for use with all corporate communications. When using the corporate visual identity the elements listed below can be used.  
Illustrations should not be used. Photography can be placed in triangles as well as used in rectangles and positioned as full bleed images. Supporting imagery  
can be used with and without effects applied.

Corporate visual identity  
elements:

• Core graphic elements 
• Graphic constructions
• Photography
• Graphic treatments
 

Corporate visual identity  
collateral examples include:

• Stationery  
• Annual report 
• Executive summary 
• Website 
• Corporate advertisements

North East LEP 1 St James Gate | Newcastle upon Tyne | NE1 4AD
Tel: 0191 338 7420 | Email: info@North East LEP.co.uk | northeastlep.co.uk | twitter: @northeastlep

Title Here
Et pa nonem fugiand elenderibust aut eost, sum fugia 

vendionsent lam excepratur? Quidunt aut labor re sequam, 

vendescia sincium fugitas quidemquisci omnima quis as is 

nobis dolorem asi vita doluptia nullestibus iur, quodist aut 

lab illaut laut optatectiate exeror as aliquo cullupti dolectati 

dolent re.

Presentation TitleSlide 01

Section Divider

Presentation TitleSlide 02

Title Here
Maio dolupta que  

quo to ipsamus del  
ipiciti ipis de cum 

conet, occus estor  
atum autem quatur.  

Rum volndant.

Poccus estor atum  
autem quatur. Rum 

volores ciendant.

Tur adit at esequae od 
eatur, se verenis simodia 

sit ut audam, nit quam

Tur adit at esequae od 
eatur, se verenis simodia 

sit ut audam, nit quam

Presentation TitleSlide 03
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Annual Review 2016/2017

Refreshing  
the Strategic  
Economic Plan

Over the last year we have worked closely 
with our business community and economic 
partners to refresh our Strategic Economic 
Plan (SEP) in order to reflect a changing 
economic and political landscape. We wanted 
to consider and address some key issues 
within our SEP, including the improvement 
in the national and regional economy, the 
uncertainty around the impact of Brexit and 
the emergence of a new Government with 
a plan to develop a new Industrial Strategy, 
with a strong ‘place’ agenda.

Our SEP sets out how we can build on our 
recent successes and continue to create 
more and better jobs for the region. 

The SEP refresh was led by our Head of 
Strategy and Policy, Richard Baker. It was 
overseen by an external advisory group and 
involved extensive consultation through a 
range of workshops, partner-led meetings 
and online and written submissions.

A number of documents underpinned 
the process including a progress review 
reporting on economic performance and 
achievements between 2014-2016, and an 
updated economic analysis report. 

These documents and a report of the 
consultation are available on the North 
East LEP website at nelep.co.uk

2016

January-May
• Formation of North East LEP/North East Combined Authority (NECA) task group
• Preparation of analysis and SEP refresh programme.

May - June
• Publication of economic analysis and SEP progress update reports
• Discussion with external advisory group and North East LEP/NECA sub-boards to 

identify key engagement issues
• Discussion with North East LEP Board.

June - July
• Publication of engagement paper and online survey
• Discussions with partners in hosted meetings and seminars
• Consultative workshops – themed around smart specialisation areas and place issues
• Further discussion with external advisory group.

September
• Summary of findings and initial proposals
• Discussion with advisory group, sub-boards and North East LEP Board
• Identification of implications and priority actions.

October - December
• Preparation of refreshed SEP.

2017

March
• Launch of refreshed SEP.

The SEP sets out how the region 
can build on its recent successes 
and continue to create more and 
better jobs for the region. 

“

“

PAGE 08

The refreshed SEP reveals the following 
headlines about our economic prosperity: 

• The North East is ahead of schedule to 
reach its 100,000 more and better jobs 
target before 2024. Over 58,000 jobs 
have been created since 2014, with 59% 
of these classed as ‘better’, i.e higher 
skilled jobs

• There is a revised target for 70% of new 
jobs created over the next seven years 
to be ‘better’ jobs

• Opportunities to drive a surge in 
economic growth and employment 
through digital and tech, advanced 
manufacturing, healthcare innovation 
and sub-sea and offshore energy 
and in key services including finance, 
professional and business services, 
transport and education

• Job growth increased at a rate of 6.6% 
over the past two years, eclipsing the 
national rate of 5.4% in England

• Key challenges remain – delivering 
higher regional productivity is essential 
as the gap widens with national 
performance, while economic exclusion 
remains a persistent concern in some 
parts of the region.

economy, employing  
865,000 people 

The North East is a

£37bn

The SEP refresh process

Richard Baker
Richard Baker, Head of Policy and Strategy

Annual Review 2016 - 2017
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Programme visual identity  
elements:

• North East programme title
• Core graphic elements 
• Graphic constructions
• Photography
• Graphic treatments
• Illustration
•  Third party endorsement  

(where appropriate)
 

Programme visual identity  
collateral examples include:

• Advertisements 
• Brochures 
• Leaflets 
•  Website pages within  

corporate website

Programme visual identity system
The visual identity elements can be used to create a range of differing design styles whilst retaining the overall North East LEP look and feel.  
Careful consideration should be given to the choice of elements to ensure the design style created is appropriate to the message, audience and  
intended tone. Where a programme is delivered in association with another organisation their logo should be placed in a less prominent position  
at a smaller appearing size.

Be fit 
Be healthy  
Be happy

Health Quest  

North East LEP 1 St James Gate | Newcastle upon Tyne | NE1 4AD
Tel: 0191 3387420 | Email: info@North East LEP.co.uk | northeastlep.co.uk | twitter:@northeastlep

Mus venimil iumento tatissu nditatibus sed 
qui dent andae venihil landem. Anti alit e.
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Section one

01 Introduction

05 Performance against SEP targets since 2014

07 Delivery of the SEP

08 The SEP refresh process

09 The North East:  
 A place to live, learn and do business

10 Areas of strength and programme delivery

 

Section two - Areas of opportunity

13 Tech North East

15 Making the North East’s Future

17 Health Quest North East

19 Energy North East

21 Enabling services 
   Financial, professional and business services; 
   Transport and logistics; Education.

23 A place that works

 

Section three - Six programmes of delivery

29 Innovation

31 Business growth and access to finance

33 Skills

35 Employability and inclusion

37 Economic assets and infrastructure

39 Transport and connectivity

 

Section four - Accountability

43 Accountability, roles and communications

The Strategic  
Economic Plan  
for the North East

Contents

More and better jobs
The North East 
Strategic Economic Plan 
 

January 2017
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Branded programme visual identities
When creating a programme logo it must be created from the core graphic elements, colour palette and fonts, please see the example below. 
The visual identity elements can be used to create a range of differing design styles whilst retaining the overall North East LEP look and feel. 
Careful consideration should be given to the choice of elements to ensure the design style created is appropriate to the message, audience and 
intended tone. The North East LEP logo must appear in a consistent size and position wherever possible, with the words ‘Delivered by’ typeset as illustrated.

Dear Sir / Madam

Abus dolorehent ipsam sum, sequid qui officil inverep erunto vid que nis ex esendae sita ditiant voloreriorum id erum 
ipsam quidestior minciliquam il modigen ihillacerum rerum quiassi sam, volendit, quam ilit etuscima voluptia porum nos 
doluptae debis as qui ra velignis am vero dolorpo rruptassin consed que velitin ctemporro et officium sim facipsa ndipsa 
cone sequamusa natur aut earum ad ulluptatet aligend itibus arciis qui imenimpe sit, con nia conessincti odis utem inciend 
ucipsam, cusam, conseni hictur.

Omniminum dollorro eum vel ipid qui ipsantia sin evenis moluptae nonsent usciusam, omnimin conseque nis dit officiis 
dolorem ni dolorep reptatem qui nonsect esciam, sequam ipiditi optur sus.

Sed quis dolupit idigent idelit voluptatem nim faciendit fugita nem doluptata aut que debis venihic idemodi suscia 
nullandam es experrumet dusandes magnam quo commo molupta sperum quiatiur recullam excepud aereperspel 
modignam facestorem inctaquos erum ilias delia doles reictotate quia si beresedis dem quam inus.

Ur? Fuga. Gendeliquam sundignia di ditiat event, sus del int que odicias aborro modi cuptam ipsandaeprae consequ 
iduciaeptat. La estiae. Uci incto velestis ipitatius nimillam restion sequoss inctia sunt omnis sequis re ditis int.

Tia cuptatqui di conse natissunt voluptis solores equaspe litium alitia con repeles equidunt faccate excepud anditi con 
coribus re nulpar icimus aut velecatur, cullaut re, idebit aut ditiuntota que eum dolorem inctent, quae quodis molum 
videndi velitati to illaut ma sequame volestius qui audisquam sit eos maximincto qui ut volesent quam nis ipsant assinctur 
solum doluptatus ipidit eum derecum aliate nest, ipsust quuntius quia natius conecest, cus.

Kind regards

John Smith

John Smith 
ABC Company
1 Middle Building
Middletown
UK
 

T.  0300 456 3565

E. info@northeastgrowthhub.co.uk

W. northeastgrowthhub.co.uk 

 

Delivered by 

Programme visual identity  
elements:

• Programme logo  
• North East programme title
• Core graphic elements 
• Graphic constructions
• Photography
• Graphic treatments
• Illustration
• North East LEP logo
•  Third party endorsement  

(where appropriate)
 

Programme visual identity  
collateral examples include:

• Stationery  
• Website 
• Programme advertisements
• Leaflets
• Brochures

T.  0300 456 3565

E. info@northeastgrowthhub.co.uk

W. northeastgrowthhub.co.uk 

 

Programme  
Example

Programme  
Example

Programme  
Example
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The Growth Hub is 
delivered by the North 
East Local Enterprise 
Partnership (North East 
LEP). The LEP works 
to make the North East 
a place where more 
businesses invest, grow 
and prosper, to deliver 
more and better jobs for 
everyone.

The Hub is a crucial part of the LEP’s 
Business Growth strategy. Business 
growth and access to finance are key 
drivers for more and better jobs. 

They are necessities in addressing 
market failures to support stronger 
indigenous businesses to drive up GVA 
and employment. 

The North East LEP’s Business Growth 
Programme provides the framework 
for an investment of over £200m 
in access to finance and business 
support over six years. 

This investment will increase 
profitability, wages and employment 
across the local economy.

• Advanced Business Coaching

• Exploring International Markets

• Case Studies

• Hints, Tis & Inspiration

Access business support  programmes  
in the North East and find the funding  

your business needs to grow.

The North East Local Enterprise 
Partnership area covers County  
Durham, Gateshead, Newcastle,  
North Tyneside, Northumberland,  
South Tyneside and Sunderland. 

The North East LEP Board is business 
led and chaired by Andrew Hodgson, 
chief executive officer of Soil Machine 
Dynamics (SMD).

If you have any further questions about 
the North East LEP, please contact  
info@nelep.co.uk
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Delivered by 

Delivered by

Programme  
Example
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If you have any questions or would like further information  
on using our brand, please contact info@nelep.co.uk

North East Local Enterprise Partnership
1 St James Gate
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 4AD
United Kingdom

Tel: 0191 338 7420

28


